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This paper deals with the spectrum of the perturbed Laplace-Beltrami operator 
acting on automorphic functions in n-dimensional real hyperbolic space. The dis- 
crete subgroup is assumed to have the finite geometric property but is otherwise not 
restricted. The approach uses the non-Euclidean wave equation and relies on the 
translation representation for the unperturbed system which was developed by Lax 
and Phillips. It is shown for short-range perturbations that the wave operators exist 
and are complete. ‘(:I 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we develop a scattering theory for the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator with a short-range perturbation on a hyperbolic manifold M. We 
assume that M is representable as the fundamental domain for a discrete 
subgroup r of motions on an n-dimensional real hyperbolic space H”, that 
is, M= T\H”. We limit ourselves to subgroups r having the finite 
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geometric property so that the fundamental domain of f obtained by the 
polygonal method (with centerj) has a finite number of sides. However, r 
is otherwise unrestricted and may contain both elliptic and parabolic 
motions; in particular A4 may have cusps of arbitrary rank. The theory is 
vacuous when M is compact. 
The unperturbed metric on A4 is inherited from H”. Thus if we represent 
H” by the points w  = (x, y), x E R”- ‘, y > 0, then the metric on H” is given 
ds= = 2 g; dx, dxi = 
dx2 + dy2, 
y2 ’ (1.1) 
in the middle expression we have set y = x,. In these coordinates the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator A, is 
&)=ynaiy2 -‘vi. (1.2) 
It is more convenient for our purposes to work with the operator 
n-l * L,=A,+ y-- ( 1 (1.3) 
The perturbed operator which we consider is 
&I 
4 
ai & guaj + q = A + q, (1.4) 
which corresponds to the Laplace-Beltrami operator for the metric 
ds2 = c g, dx, dx,. 
The square of the gradient for this metric is 
IVUI*=~g”a;ua,u. (1.6) 
We impose the following conditions on the metric g,, which we state in 
terms of the non-Euclidean distance r from j: 
g, E C”‘(M) (1.7) 
1 g”-g{I =O(tr(g$)r-“) (1.9) 
4 & g” ai(& 88) 
IL- go 4-I 
= O(JG) rpr) forsomez>l; (1.10) 
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and we impose the following conditions on the potential q: 
/P=nP for n > 4, 
q belongs to LF where 
P>2 for n =4, 
p=2 for n=3, 
(1.11) 
p=co for n=2, i I q+$ =O(r- “) for some p > 2; (1.12) 
here P is defined in Section 2, Eq. (2.13). The condition on q can be stated 
more simply if c1> 2, namely, as 
We also require the unique continuation property for eigenfunctions of L. 
In this paper we prove that the wave operators W, are complete, that is, 
that the ranges of these operators till out the continuous part of the spec- 
trum of L. Our proof relies heavily on the results of [4-61, where it is 
proved that the continuous part of the spectrum of L, is absolutely con- 
tinuous with uniform multiplicity in R ~. From the completeness of the 
wave operators, it follows that the spectrum of L has these same properties. 
We have taken a time-dependent approach to this problem within a 
wave equation framework, based on the translation representations 
developed for the unperturbed equation in [46]. In order to keep the 
energy form finite we have had to impose a short-range assumption on q. 
Using stationary scattering theory techniques developed for the 
Schrodinger wave equation, Peter Perry has been able to handle long- 
range potentials on a more limited class of manifolds [S]. 
A closely related problem is that of establishing the analytic continuation 
of the Eisenstein series. This is needed for an explicit spectral represen- 
tation for the Laplace-Beltrami operator. Considerable progress on this 
problem has already been made by S. Agmon, N. Mandouvalis [7], 
R. Melrose, and P. Perry. 
We would like to thank Peter Lax and Peter Sarnak for their help in 
preparing this manuscript. 
2. THE G-FORM 
The perturbed wave equation is 
u,, = Lu, (2.1) 
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with initial data 
u(w, 0) =f*(w), U((W, 0) =f*( w). (2.2) 
We denote the pair of data (.f,,f*) byf. Th e energy form for this system is 
(2.3) 
where (u, u) denotes the L,(M, dg) inner product. For ,f; h in C,“(M), an 
integration by parts transforms Eq. (2.3) into 
(2.4) 
Depending on q, E can be locally indefinite and therefore it is not 
suitable as the defining form for a Hilbert space. To meet this objection we 
now construct a related locally positive definite form 
G=E+K, (2.51 
which differs from E by a form K which can be chosen to be compact with 
respect to G. It was proved in [3, Corollary 3.51 that all such forms are 
equivalent. Our Hilbert space 2 is then obtained as the completion with 
respect to G of all C,“(M) data. 
The following material is taken in large part from [3], which treats only 
the unperturbed system. Only C,7- functions need be used in the derivation 
of a priori estimates. 
Since f has the finite geometric property, M can be described by a finite 
number of conformal charts. We divide these charts into three categories. 
1. Interior charts which map onto the ball 
B, = [w: dist(w, (0, 1)) < l] (2.6) 
or, if the chart contains a geodesic of fixed points of an elliptic element of 
I’, then it maps onto a sector B, of the form 
(2.7) 
when the m, are integers. 
2. Regular charts at infinity which map onto the hemisphere 
[w:x*+y*<l,y>o] (2.8) 
or, if the chart contains a fixed point at infinity of an elliptic element of r, 
then it maps onto a sector of the hemisphere restricted as in Eq. (2.7). 
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3. Charts at infinity containing a fixed point a of some parabolic 
element of K In this case the chart corresponds to a cusp whose form 
depends on the stability group ra of p. Taking p = co, Tb becomes a 
crystallographic subgroup with fundamental domain Fp of the form 
FP=FcxR”-I, (2.9) 
where F, is a compact domain contained in the unit ball of an f-dimen- 
sional Euclidean space R’ and R” - ’ is the product of m - 1 lines or half 
lines; here m + I= n. The corresponding chart maps into 
[FCxXR”-‘x&l+; x2+y2>2]. (2.10) 
When m = 1, the cusp is said to be of maximal rank. 
Note than when two charts overlap, the mapping from one local coor- 
dinate system to the other is given by a hyperbolic motion. 
We begin the construction of the form G by choosing a finite P(d) 
partition of unity of && subordinate to the charts of M; here ii;r denotes A4 
plus the points at infinity in the Euclidean topology of the charts. We 
denote the functions in this partition of unity by {oj>, ($j}, and (ei}, 
according to whether they are supported in interior (case 1 above), regular 
infinite (case 2), or cusp charts (case 3), respectively. We require that the 
w’s, @, and 1+5’s be nonnegative with connected interiors and that the Ic/‘s 
be identically one near their respective parabolic fixed points. 
Since E is already locally positive definite in the second component of 
the data, K will depend only on the first component. To simplify the 
following discussion of the construction of K, we shall denote the first com- 
ponent of data by f, omitting the subscript 1. The unperturbed G, is a 
special case of the perturbed G with g, =gz and q. = ((n - 1 )/2)2. For the 
interior charts we set 
with analogous expressions for Et and Et. Obviously 
E=x E;+c Ef+c Et. 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
In order to define G”, G”, and G* we introduce positive solutions P of 
P = 0. 
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For all charts except those corresponding to cusps of intermediate rank, we 
choose 
P=y (n - I l/2 (2.14) 
in the local chart coordinates. For cusps of intermediate rank, i.e., m > I. 
we take 
(2.15) 
where 0 denotes the Euclidean distance in R” from the origin: 
n- I 
d=y’+ 1 xf. (2.16) 
i=/+ I 
It is readily verified that P defined as in Eq. (2.15) satisfies Eq. (2.13). 
We now define the generic GO (omitting the subscript) for 8 = Q or $ as 
(2.17) 
On doing the indicated differentiation, the above becomes 
G”o=jSjvf,2-v’f~~vp+,~,2~~\;;dx (2.18) 
and after integrating the middle term by parts we get 
G”(.f)=jO IVj” I’&dx+ j0 If l’$&dx+ j, f l’y&dr. 
(2.19) 
The first term on the right is E” without the potential q term. Hence setting 
q’=q+!$ 
we can write GH = E” + K” where 
(2.20) 
(2.21 ) 
Notice that in the unperturbed case qb = 0. 
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For interior charts, we set 
DEFINITION 1. Finally we define G as the sum of all these Gcharts, 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
denoting the unperturbed G by G,. 
The second term in the integrand of G’” provides an estimate on the 
integrability of J: In fact, as proved in Lemma 3.1 of [S] we now have 
LEMMA 2.1. For any compact set S in A4 there is a positive constant cs 
such that 
LEMMA 2.2. The forms G and GO are equivalent. 
Proof: By Eq. (1.8) 
Consequently, 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
The above inequalities combine to prove the lemma. 
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DEFINITION 2. We now define the Hiibert space ~6 as the completion of 
C;(M) data with respect to Go. 
In view of the previous lemma, we could just as well have taken the 
completion with respect to G. A deeper property of G is given by 
THEOREM 2.3. The ,form K is compact with respect to G. 
Remark. It follows from Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 3.5 of [3] that SF 
does not depend on any particular choice of the partition of unity. 
Our proof of Theorem 2.3 requires the following three lemmas. In the 
following B,] will denote the ball of radius p about the “center” j of M. A 
superscript p on a norm limits the integration for the corresponding form 
to the ball B,; however, the norm with a superscript 2 will always denote 
the square of the norm. 
LEMMA 2.4. For any given p, there exists constants ci,, ci, and L.;: .such 
that for n > 3, 
!J J, 
(II 2 )/II 
' f '  
2,11(,, ~ 2) g dx < cl ( II f II 2p + II Vf II 2p) ' P 
R,, 
< c;G,(f) 6 c;:'G(f). (2.30) 
Proqf This result is an easy consequence of the following Sobolev 
inequality, valid in R” : 
(I 
iu'",l""dx)"-2)~~~~~ ,vu,2dx. (2.31) 
In fact, choosing a function [E C,“(M), 0 < [ < 1, such that 
i= 
1 for WEB, 
0 for w$BZp, 
(2.32) 
and using the fact that (gU) is bounded above and below by positive 
constants times the identity in B,,, we get 
cn - 2)/n (fi ~ 2)/2 
Qc, lifl 2,Zl(rl - 2) dx 
(2.33) 
This proves the first inequality of the lemma. 
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For a given 8 in our partition of unity, the relations (2.17) and (2.19) 
with 8 replaced by (‘0, imply 
jK2 IV- I’&+ 
<jK2P2 lV(;)I’&dx 
J i 
v(eiz).vp Ifl’ p vf g dx. (2.34) 
Since 5 has compact support, we can use Lemma 2.1 to obtain a G-bound 
for the last term in (2.33) and the last two terms in (2.34). The first term in 
the right in (2.34) is obviously bounded by G’(f). Hence combining these 
estimates and summing over the partition of unity, we obtain the last two 
inequalities in (2.30). 
COROLLARY 2.5. For fixed p, 
(j, ,qf2, &dx)1’2q, Ilfll’“+~ llVl12”~ (2.35) 
Proof For n = 2 there is nothing to prove since q is bounded. For n B 3 
we apply Holder’s inequality to obtain 
Since q belongs to L,,,(B,) for all n 3 3, the result follows from Lemma 2.4 
by choosing N sufficiently large. 
LEMMA 2.6. There exists a constant c such that for every I3 = 4 or $ of 
the given partition qf unity 
Proof: We may assume without loss of generality that g =g,, and 
G = G,. For a regular chart at infinity or a cusp of maximal rank, the 
Euclidean modulus of x is bounded so that r w 1 logy 1. Also in this case 
P = yCn-‘)“. The argument is the same in both cases except that y < 1 for a 
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regular chart and y > 1 for a cusp. To avoid the nuisance of working with 
log (l/v), we shall treat only the cusp case. Set 
then 
i a,. 1012 
Ja,ul’=la,ol’logl.+ZI’ +L /VI2 
4y210g 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
Multiplying through by y0 and integrating with respect to y gives 
After integrating the middle term by parts this becomes 
ij laj2a.,ody+~jo$!&dy. -- 
Since the first term is nonnegative, this gives us the inequality 
Substituting u = f/P and dp = ,/& dx dy, and making use of the fact that 
( $,ul< IV,ul and &=u-“, we get 
The first term in the right-hand side is obviously bounded by G:(j). 
Now we discuss the differences between the cases. For a cusp of maximal 
rank, 0 E $ is identically 1 near infinity and zero for y < &. So in this case 
the support of a,,0 is a compact subset of M and Lemma 2.1 furnishes a 
suitable bound for the last term in (2.40). 
For a regular chart at infinity (2.40) is again valid, but in this case a,,0 
does not have compact support. The next lemma will provide a suitable 
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estimate for the last term in (2.40) over all but a compact subset of M and 
Lemma 2.1 again fills in for the remaining portion. 
As we have seen, the chart for an intermediate rank cusp maps into the 
set 
[F,xR”-‘xR+; x2+y2>2]. (2.41) 
We introduce x-coordinates so that F, is contained in (x,, . . . . x,) =x’ space 
and R”-’ is the (.x1+ ,, . . . . x,-r) =x” space. In R”-’ x R, let T denote the 
non-Euclidean distance from (0”, 1) and let CJ denote the Euclidean dis- 
tance from (0”, 0) as in (2.16). Since F, is compact r - T. Hence for fixed x’ 
in Fc 
(2.42) 
We now perform an inversion in R”- ’ x R + through the hemisphere 
{a=l,y>O}. Under th is inversion z and dp” = d,u”dy/y” are invariant, 
y + y/o’, x” + - x”/a2, functions g -P gj and, in particular, P -+ Pi 3 
( y/o2)(- m)/2 y’m 1 J/2. Thus 
here we have used the fact that ) logy) -t when c < 1. Substituting 
u=fi/Pi in (2.39) we get 
We now perform inversions in the two integrals on the right: 
and using the fact that z - 1 logy 1 in the support of VgO, we finally obtain 
The relation (2.46) is the same as (2.40). Hence arguing as in the case of 
the chart at infinity, (2.36) follows from (2.46). 
This completes the proof of the lemma modulo the next lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.7. Given a, >O and a coordinate chart at infinity, which is not 
a cusp of maximal rank, with corresponding 19 = I$ or $I, let D,, denote the 
projection of the set 
~~PPWW b%l 
on the plane ( y = 0) and let S, denote the tube 
S,= {(x,~):xdL,, O<Y<Q}, 
then there exists an a,, 0 -C a, < a,, such that 
I 
ifI2 
T(Iogy( dxdy<ca”‘G,,(f) for O<a<aO. 
s,, Y 
(2.47) 
Proof. We begin by considering an arbitrary w. = (x0, 0) ED,, and a 
covering tube 
s,= ((x, y): lx-x()1 <is, O<y<a). (2.48) 
For a regular chart at infinity with 8 = 4 we have p* = y”- l, and for a 
chart at a cusp of intermediate rank (0 > 1 and 1 <m < n) we also get 
p2= y 
n-l 
pGqw’. (2.49) 
The proof of the lemma is the same in both cases. For a fixed, b L- a,, we 
have 
Multiplying through by ) log y ( and integrating over s, gives 
Finally integrating from b to 2b and dividing by 6, we get 
s 
Ifl’ n-l Ihzyl dx& 
su Y 
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where we have made use of the trivial estimate 
Since we are dealing with a finite partition of unity for M, there exists a 
constant K > 0 such that for any point w0 at infinity at least one 4 or $ is 
greater than K in some cylindrical neighborhood s, of w0 if a, and 6 are 
sufficiently small. Assume, to begin with, that 0 2 K in s, for the 8 
associated with the chart. Then we can slip in t3/~ as a factor of the 
integrand in the first term on the right-hand side in (2.52). Using 
Lemma 2.1 to estimate the second term in (2.52) we obtain the inequality 
s Ifl'llog yl dxdydcu"2(GB(f)+G,(f))~c'a*'2G,(f). (2.53) sa Y 
If 0, for the associated chart, is not greater than K in s,, then there will 
be a different chart, overlapping the original chart, for which the associated 
8 > K in some neighborhood s& of w,,, cylindrical in the coordinates of the 
new chart. The above analysis applies to $,,. Since the transformation back 
to the original chart is conformal, its Jacobian is well behaved near w0 and 
in this neighborhood of w0 the y-coordinates in the two charts will linearly 
bound each other. It therefore follows that Eq. (2.53) continues to hold if 
a,, and 6 are sufficiently small. 
Finally we cover D,, with s,‘s and extract a finite subcovering. Choosing 
Z,, equal to the minimum of the a,,‘~ in this finite set of s,‘s and summing 
over this set of cylinders we obtain the inequality (2.47) with a, replaced by 
ti,. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.7. 
We return now to the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We have to prove that K is compact with respect 
to G. Write K= K, + K, where 
(2.54) 
(2.55) 
We shall treat K, and K, separately. 
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It is clear from Lemma 2.1 and the definition of G that, in any compact 
subset S of M, data with bounded G-norm will also be bounded in the 
Sobolev P-norm. It follows by Relhch’s criterion that such data will be 
compact in the L,(S)-norm. Thus K, restricted to functions with support in 
S is compact. 
For a regular chart at infinity, 
For a cusp of intermediate rank the support of ‘$4 lies in an annulus 
1 ==z cr < C; hence for the P defined by (2.15) a straightforward calculation 
shows that 
V$ .VP I I p &-+. (2.57) 
For a cusp of maximal rank Vll/ vanishes near infinity. Hence in all cases 
Lemma 2.7 shows that 
i If I2 1‘ < 0 
Y&dy (2.58) 
converges to zero as a -+ 0, uniformly for all f of G-norm < 1. It follows 
that K, is compact with respect to G. 
To show that K, is compact with respect to G, we set 
if r<kand \q’/ dk, 
otherwise, 
(2.59 
and define 
K;.,=j~/fI'&hdx (2.60 
for 0 = w, q5, or $. Then as above each K$ will be compact with respect to 
G and hence so will 
K2.k = 1 Kzk -I- c K%, + c Ktk. (2.61) 
For r > k we apply Lemma 2.6 with 0 = C$ or +. Recalling the assumption 
I q’ ( < c/rP for some p > 2 and r > p, we see that 
I j elfiwl J’id +p& j,>k+~z&~+&(f). (2.62) r>k 
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For n = 2 we have assumed that q is bounded and hence that q’ = q; for k 
sufficiently large when r < k. For n 2 3, q’ belongs to L,&BP). For 8 = w, 4, 
or $ we see from Lemma 2.4 that 
0 Ifl’ lq’-q;( &dx 
It follows from (2.62) and (2.63) that K2,Jf) + K,(f) uniformly for allfof 
bounded G-norm and hence that K2 is also compact with respect to G. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 2.3 we could have replaced 
K(f)= jk(w)lfi l*J’&x 
K(f)= j Ik(w)l Ih 12,/‘bv (2.65) 
where 
It follows from this that E is locally majorized by G, i.e., 
IE(f,g)l=IG(f,g)--Kff,g)l 
Gc IWLg)l. 
Finally we state without proof (see [3, Theorem 3.71) 
(2.64) 
(2.66) 
LEMMA 2.8. If E is positive on a closed subspace 2” of SF, then E and G 
are equivalent on A?“. 
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3. THE PERTURBED EQUATION 
In this section we prove that the solutions to the perturbed wave 
equation are generated by an operator of the form 
(3.1) 
We shall also prove a number of related results of a routine nature. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf f and g belong to %’ and f vanishes for r < p, then jar p 
sufficiently large 
Img)-&(.Lg)l dj Ilflll% II g IlOO’ (3.2) 
where r = min(a, p - 2). 
Proof. Recall that EH = Ge - K’. We may assume that B, contains all of 
the interior charts. Then for 0 = 4 or $ we have 
We deduce from the relations (1.9) that 
and it follows that 
I @‘(A g) - Gt(S, s)l <s II f IIGg il g II G,,. 
From Lemma 2.6 we see that 
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and from (2.56), (2.57), (3.3) and Lemma 2.7 we see that 
On combining these three inequalities and summing over the 4i and $i we 
obtain the desired inequality (3.2). 
LEMMA 3.2. E is positive on a subspace of finite codimension. 
Proof: Since K is compact with respect to G, given E ~0 there is a 
subspace of A? of finite codimension on which 
I K(f)1 d Wf). (3.5) 
On this subspace 
as required. 
E(f) = G(f) - K(f) 2 Cl- ~1 G(f), (3.6) 
The restriction L’ of L to L,(M) plays a central role in our development. 
We will now define L’ by means of the form 
C(u, u) = s, ( gvdiu d,v - quv + cuv) & dx, (3.7) 
where c will be chosen below. Since q is bounded for large r, we see by 
Corollary 2.5 that 
j lqu’l ,,&dx,<c’ IJu(12+~ IIVuI12. (3.8) 
We can therefore choose c so that 
Cl% u) 2 II u II 2. (3.9) 
We note that the forms C and C, are equivalent. We now complete C,“(M) 
with respect to C and denote the completion by W’. Finally, we say that 
any UE W’ lies in the domain of the Friedrich’s extension of L’ if there 
exists a SE L,(M) such that for all v E W’ 
cc4 v) = (.L u). 
DEFINITION 3. For any such u we define L’ by 
L’u = -f + cu. 
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With L’ so defined, L’ is self-adjoint on L,(M). From this it follows that if 
u E W’ and Lu, defined in the weak sense, belongs to L,(M), then u E 9(L’) 
and L’u = Lu. 
It follows from (3.8) that for u E 9(L’) 
llw2=chu)+~q Iul’&-c Ilull 
d - (L’u, u) + c’ 11 u /( * + 4 (1 vu I/ 2* 
Transposing the last term in the right and applying the Schwarz inequality 
to the first term, we get 
II vu II 2 6 c” ( II u II2 + II L’u II * 1. (3.10) 
Setting 
it follows from (3.10) and elliptic theory that 
llAull”bc ,.g 2 II azu II 0 + 1 G c;c II u II f II L’U II ). (3.11) 
Since q is bounded for large r and since qu = L’u - Au, we conclude that for 
UE9(L’) 
II qu II G 4 II u II + II L’u II 1. (3.12) 
LEMMA 3.3. The nonnegative eigenspace of L’ is finite dimensional. 
Proof: Suppose u E 9( L’) and set .f = (u, 0). Then from the definition of 
L’u, we see that 
ms) = - (L’K u). (3.13) 
According to Lemma 3.2, - (L’u, u) > 0, for all u E 9(L’) satisfying a finite 
number of constraints. The assertion of the lemma is now a simple con- 
sequence of spectral theory. 
Let (1; : j = 1, . . . . m } denote the positive eigenvalues of L’, if any, and let 
{ 4,) be the corresponding eigenfunctions, i.e., 
L’<, = A; tj, II 5, II = ll& ;li> 0. (3.14) 
Then the data 
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are eigendata of A: 
Aq‘i’ = kSq,*. (3.16) 
We will denote the analogous eigendata of A,, by {p,* }. The eigendata 
{q,+ } satisfy the biorthogonality relations (see [4]) 
WI,+, 4:1=0 
WI,: 3 q/y I= 0 (3.17) 
E( qi’ ) q; ) = - A; bjk 
for all j, k. 
DEFINITION 4. Let P denote the span of the {q,? >. We denote the 
E-orthogonal complement of 9 by XC. 
It is clear from (3.17) that E is nondegenerate on 9. Hence every f~ &’ 
has a unique decomposition of the form f= g + q, where g E SC and q E 9. 
DEFINITION 5. We denote the projection f+ g by Q, i.e., g = m 
Q is an E-orthogonal projection which, in view of (3.17), can be written as 
Qf=f+ C uj(f) Sj' + 1 bj(f) 4; 7 
where 
a,(f) = E(f, 4,: ) 
J 
i; 
and b,(f) = E(f, @ ) J 
1; . 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
It should be noted that f belongs to XC if and only if (f,, 0) and (O,fi) 
belong to SC. 
LEMMA 3.4. The energy form E is nonnegative on Xc. 
ProoJ Suppose first that feZCn (g(L’) x L,(M)). Then f is 
E-orthogonal to qJ? + q,,F = 2(tj, 0) and so 
O=E(f; Ctj, O))= = -NT L’tj)= -$z,“(h* tj). (3.20) 
Thus fi is orthogonal to the positive eigenspace of L’ and from the 
definition of L’ we see that 
Jwf)= -(L’f,J-,)+(f2kf2)20. (3.21) 
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An arbitrary f in x can be approximated by C; data {fn }. The {u” > will 
then approximate f by data of the above type and it follows by continuity 
that E(f,f) >, 0. 
DEFINITION 6. We denote the null space of E in X, by 2”: 
%= [fe%c: E(f,g)=O for all gEX=]. (3.22) 
Since 9’ and SC are E-orthogonal and since E is nonsingular on 9, it 
follows the 9’ is also the null space of E in X itself; that is, 
Z?=[fEX;E(f,g)=OforallgEX]. (3.23) 
By Lemma 3.2, d is finite dimensional. Also it is clear from (3.23) that if 
f~ B then f2 = 0. 
The pre-generator for the solutions to the wave equation is now defined 
as 
A’= 0 I 
( > L’ 0 
(3.24) 
with domain 9(L’) x Q(L’). The generator A is the closure of A’ in SF’. 
LEMMA 3.5. A is skew-symmetric. 
Proof If suffices to show that A’ is skew-symmetric. Using the 
representation (2.3) of E, which is valid for data in S(A’), we have forf, g 
in 9(A’) 
E(Alf, g) = - (L’fi, 8,) + W’f1, gd 
= -(fi, L’g,)+ (f,, L/g,)= -E(f, A’g). 
THEOREM 3.6. A generates a group of E-unitary operators. 
Proof. A is obviously densely defined since C; x CF c Q(A’). The 
E-unitarity follows from the fact that A is skew-symmetric. To verify the 
Hille-Yosida criterion we need to show for sufficiently large real 1 that 
(3.25) 
In the first place the range of A- A is dense in J? if A # 0. In fact for 
f~ Cc, the relation (A- A) u =f can be written in component form as 
Au, - u* =f, 
Au?-Lu, =f2. 
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Replacing L by its restriction L’, this becomes 
and since L’ is self-adjoint and bounded from above, there exists a solution 
ui E g(L’). Obviously u2 = Ru, -f, also lies in 9(L’) and a fortiori u lies in 
%A 1. 
We obtain the bound (3.25) by taking the inner product of AU - Au =f 
with U: 
21)) u It; - (G(Au, u) + G(u, Au)) = G(f, u) + G(u,f). 
Since G = E + K it follows from Lemma 3.5 that 
G(Au, u) + G(u, Au) = 2K(u, u). 
Since K is compact by Theorem 2.3, ) K(u, u)l d c )I u 1) g, and hence 
(IAl-c) ll4l.~llfll.~ 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
DEFINITION 7. We denote by U(t) the E-unitary group of solution 
operators generated by A. 
Since 9 is obviously invariant under the action of U, so is its E-orthogonal 
complement SC, and hence Q commutes with U. Since U is E-unitary, U 
also maps d into itself. 
LEMMA 3.7. d = null space of A, which we denote by N(A). 
ProoJ If g belongs to N(A) then clearly g, = 0 and there is a sequence 
{g”}cg(A’) such that )I g”--g/J. -+ 0 and A’g” + Ag = 0; in particular, 
11 g; (( + 0 and (1 L’g; 11 + 0. Hence for all f e C; 
It follows that g E 8. Conversely if z E 3, then again z2 = 0 and, as noted 
above, U(t) z E 9. Since 3 is finite dimensional, we can conclude that 
9 c 9(A). Taking the derivative of E(U(t) z,f) = 0 at t = 0, we get 
0 = E(Az,f) = (Lz, Jz). 
Since f was arbitrary we see that AZ = 0. 
We turn now to a more detailed study of L’. 
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LEMMA 3.8. For UE 9(L’), 
(l(u\12+ ((Vul12+ /IL’u/12). (3.26) 
Proof By repeated integration by parts (see [ 12, Corollary A.73) we 
get 
llVul12+ llhl12). (3.27) 
Since du = L’u - qu it follows by (3.12) that 
lI~4126c’(ll~l12+ I/L’412). 
Combining this with (3.27) gives (3.26). 
LEMMA 3.9. I’ 
then 
y2a,u~2 ~~c(llul!2+ llVull’+ Ilfll’), (3.28) 
where we have used the symbols y and x, interchangeably. 
Pro@ We shall derive this inequality from the standard Euclidean 
analogue. We write the L,(R”+) norm as 
l14;=~~>o I4’dx4. 
Setting v = ~4/),“‘~ we see that II u I( = I( v (IO. From 
yal.U=yni2 [Yayv+~v], 
y2a2,u=yf1'2[y2a~v], 
y2a.+ = y*12 
i 
Y2++a.~~ , 1 
$a+ = yjl12 L n(n - 2) 4,2a;L~+nya,.~+~v , 1 
(3.29) 
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we get 
yZCa:v=f-nyd,u-(n/2)2u 
42 EZ h E L,(R: ). 
I Y 
It is clear that 
IlhlloG llfl +n llvull + WI2 Ilull. (3.30) 
Next we construct a partition of unity for R, out of the Cc function 
[ 2 0 defined as 
and 
i= :, 
i 
for 1 +~<y<2-2~, 
for y< 1-e and y>2+2~, 
i2W) + 1*(Y) = 1 for 2-2~<y<2+2~. 
We then set 
Clearly 
i,,(Y) = lxY/2’7. 
f f$jy)- 1 for y>O, 
-cc 
and 
SUPP(i,,)~ C2”(1 --EL 2n+‘(l +&)I, 
I Y&L7l~ I Y*qi,*I Gc for all n. 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
By the Euclidean analogue of (3.28) we have 
II Y24j(r”4110 s 2 2(n+‘)(1 +&I2 II~ij(ir~~)llO 
<2*@+l)(l +&I* /j~aii(L.~jjo 
<2*(n+‘)(l+&)2 
(I 
f$ + 1 (Caiii*) u + 2(ailtz) aiu) . 
I Ii 0 
By (3.32) and (3.33) we deduce that 
llin~llo+c i 01L7+kY~.“~110+ IIi,+k~lIo) 
k= --I 1 
(3.34) 
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and also that 
= 1 /I y2aij([*U)-y2(aiin) ajv -y’(a,i,) aju -Yw,i,) Vlli 
G 4 1 II Y2aii(5,v)lli 
+c i (II YC n+kaj41;+ I YL+kai4l~+ IILL+~~G) . 
k=-1 1 
Substituting (3.34) for the first term on the right gives 
Combining this with (3.29) and (3.30) yields (3.28). 
LEMMA 3.10. The following assertions hold: 
(a) g(L’) = LB(Lb); 
(b) The graphs G(L’) and G(Lb) are equivalent; 
(c) If u E 9( Lb) vanishes in the ball B, and p is sufficiently large, then 
IIL’u-Lbull &lIuII + ilL&(I), 
P' 
(3.35) 
where y = min(cc, /I). 
Proof. Recall that 
Ld--a,J&~aju+q 
xh 
so that 
oh - L;~ = ( g’J - gg) a+ + 
( 
aiJig” ai&d a-u+q,, 
A- go ’ J) 
where 
2 
=q’- 
AP- A,P 
p . 
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By assumptions (1.9) and ( l.lO), for any chart at infinity 
and 
aihg” a,&& 
%h 
- A i =N(f). (3.36) 
Combining this with the bound on q’ and the definitions (2.14) and (2.15) 
of P, it is easy to see that 
Iq”l =o ; 
0 
for y = min(cr, p). (3.37) 
Next let 6 = $ or II, be part of a partition of unity associated with a chart 
at infinity. A double application of (3.10) yields 
II V,(du)ll G co1 &4 II + II Lb(Qu)ll ) d c’( II u II + II L’,u II 1. (3.38) 
n-l 2 
Lbu=y2(~2,+,,~,~+(2-n)ya,.u+ yj- u, 
( > 
we see that y*(af + a;,) u belongs to L,(M). Hence Lemma 3.9 applies and 
gives 
II Y2a~j(ou)ll G c( II OL4 II + II vO(Bu)ll + II Lb(eu)ll 1. (3.39) 
Now 
L’(h) - Lb(Bu) 
= (gi’-g$) a,(eu) + ( 
a,(& g”) _ ait& g$) 
a x/2 go 
a,teuj + q,,du 
. 
Since u vanishes in B,, we can combine (3.36), (3.37), (3.38), and (3.39) to 
obtain (3.35) for each of the 0#s. Writing 
L'U-LbU=C(L'(B,#)-Lb(Bju)) 
and applying the second inequality in (3.38) we get 
llL’u~Lbull~~~~ll~j~ll+llL~~eju~ll~~~~lluil+IIL~ull~~ 
J 
This proves part (c) of the lemma. 
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It follows from (3.35) and (3.38) that 
II L’(Qu)ll G c”(ll u II + II -Gu II ). (3.40) 
Since C and C, are equivalent forms, we have C(8u, 0~) < co, and this, 
together with (3.40), proves that HUE a(L’). Likewise starting with 
u E g(L’), Lemma 3.9 and (3.10) can be used to obtain 
II Lb(eu)ll d c”(lI u II + II L’(u)11 1. (3.41) 
Hence Lb(&) E L,(M) and since C,(Bu, 19~4) < co we see that 8~ E GQLb). 
It remains to treat the interior charts. For u E g(L’), (3.11) holds so that 
Lbu is well defined and locally in L,. This fact together with the above 
proves that u E G@(Lb). Conversely, suppose that u E g(Lb). Again (3.11) 
holds and shows that du is well defined and locally L,, in fact that 
II Au II ” G 4 II ~4 II+ II Lb u II 1. (3.42) 
We also need a similar bound on I/ qu (I p. For IZ = 2, q is bounded and we 
have trivially (lqu (I <c (/u/I. For n = 3 the Sobolev lemma together with 
(3.11) gives 
sup 14M1)I Gc c Ila~~llp+’ Gc(llull + IlLbull) 
4’ 1x1 <2 
and since q E L,(B,,) we have 
(j” l,42&dx)“2 G c’( II u II + II Gu II ). 
Finally for n 3 4, a Sobolev estimate and (3.11) give 
~~~,,,u,p’~dx)“p’dc, ,z2 IIdWl”+ 6c(/IuI/ + IIG40, (3.43) 
where p’ = 2n/(n - 4) if n > 4 and p’ can be any number > 1 if n = 4. Hence 
if follows by our assumptions on q that 
d c’( II 24 II+ II -Gu II ). (3.44) 
Combining (3.35) (3.42), and (3.44) we see that 
II L’u II d 4 II u II + II Gu II 1. (3.45) 
Thus u E B(L’). This completes the proof of part (a). 
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We have in addition proved that the mapping 
is one-to-one and continuous. The closed graph theorem implies that the 
inverse map is also continuous. This proves part (b) and completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Next we introduce a new decomposition of XC by means of the non- 
negative form 
(3.46) 
We then decompose ZC into K’-orthogonal parts. 
DEFINITION 8. Define 3E”” by 
~“=[f~~=:K’(f,z)=OVzE~]. (3.47) 
Then 
A$ = ZY + H”. (3.48) 
We show below that K’ is nondegenerate on 2 so that the decom- 
position f =f’ +f I’, s’ E 2 and f” E X”, is unique. 
DEFINITION 9. Finally we define a new norm on ZC: 
E'(f)=K'(f')+E(f"). (3.49) 
LEMMA 3.11. The K’ and G norms are equivalent an 2’. 
ProoJ Since 2’ is finite dimensional all norms are equivalent on 3”. It 
suffices therefore to show that K’ is positive on 3%“. If this were not the case, 
then there would exist a nonzero f E 2’ with K'(f) = 0. But thenf, vanishes 
on B, and, by Lemma 3.7, Lf, = 0, at least in the weak sense. We have 
assumed the unique continuation property for solutions of Lu=O, and 
therefore f, must be identically zero. Since f E Z’, f2 is also identically zero, 
and we have a contradiction. 
Remark. Let r 1 ,..., rk be a K’-orthonormal basis for 5. Then any z E 2’ 
can be represented as 
z =C bjrj, bi = K’(z, rj). 
Since 
I bjl 6 (K(z, z))“~ = 11~1 IiT< ‘, 
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it follows that any subset of 9’ with bounded K-norm will be precompact 
relative to any norm for which the r,‘s have finite values. 
LEMMA 3.12. The E’ and G norms are equivalent on Xc. 
Proof. From the K’-orthogonality of 9’ and Y?“ we see that 
K’(f) = K’(f’) + K’(f”). 
Hence by Lemma 2.1 
K’(f’) < K’(f) d c’G(.f). 
Sincef’ belongs to 2 we also have 
(3.50) 
E(f”) = E(f) < c”G(f). (3.51 ) 
It follows that E’ is continuous with respect to G. 
Now X” is a closed subspace of .X in which E is positive (since 
X” n 9 = (0)). By Lemma 2.8, E and G are equivalent forms on X”. 
This together with Lemma 3.11 provides us with continuity in the other 
direction and proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Define 
Then C@C is complete with respect to the E-norm. 
Proof: Every J in the coset f has the same j”’ component in X”‘. This 
sets up a one-to-one correspondence between 2C and .@“. Moreover the 
correspondence is an isometry in the E-norm since E(f) = E(f”). The 
completeness of 2” in the E-norm therefore implies that of &C. 
COROLLARY 3.14. If ,f belongs to Xc n 9(A), then 
II Afll G G 4 II f II E + II 4f II 6). 
Proqf: We decompose A.fas in (3.48), 
Af= (Af)'+ (Af)", 
where (Af)’ E 2” and (Af )” E A?“. Then as in (3.50) 
(3.52) 
II(Af )‘I1 tc < II Af II K’ G II fz II G II f It E. 
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Moreover, 
Thus 
II (Af)” II E = II Af II E. 
The equivalence of E’ and G on Xc gives Eq. (3.52). 
LEMMA 3.15. rff~9(A~),X~, thenf,Eg(L’) and 
IIfiII + IIVf2ll+ ll~lf*II GcCllfllE+ Ilefll,l. (3.53) 
ProoJ: Since E > 0 on Xc it is clear that )( fi /I < I( f I( E. This together 
with ALE% implies that C(fz,f2) < co. Moreover A’fe X implies that 
Lf,, defined in the weak sense, satisfies Ij Lf2 (( < Ij A*f (lE. It follows that 
f2e9(L’) and that L’f2 = Lf2. Finally the gradient inequality in (3.53) 
follows from (3.10). 
We close this section with a brief discussion of the incoming and out- 
going subspaces, 9+ and % , of the unperturbed system; proofs can be 
found in [4-6 J. It is convenient to think of the manifold A4 as the fun- 
damental domain F of a discrete subgroup f with F chosen by the 
polygonal method, centered about a point j (which is not a fixed point of 
r) A solution u(w, t) of the non-Euclidean wave equaton, u,, = L,u, is 
called outgoing if u(w, t) vanishes in the ball B,, centered at j and of radius 
t > 0. Incoming solutions are defined analogously with t replaced by -t 
(see Sect. 8 of [6]). Initial data of outgoing solutions are called outgoing 
data and the set of all such outgoing data is called 9+. Incoming data are 
defined analogously and denoted by % These are clearly closed subspaces 
of 3E”. We say that data f is euentuully outgoing (incoming) if U,(t) f lies in 
9+ (2% ) for some t. 
We define the incoming and outgoing translation representors R: as the 
maps from 9 to L,(RxB,)x L2(R)N, where N is the number of 
inequivalent cusps of maximal rank in F and B, is the boundary at infinity 
of F. According to Theorem 2.3 of [4], R: transforms the action U,(t) into 
translation, i.e., 
R: u,(t)f = T,(t) R”+ .fi (3.54) 
where T+(t) (T-(t)) is translation to the right (left) by t. According to 
Lemma 2.8 of [4], RF, is an isometry on 9* : 
II RF, d, II = II d, II zs, (3.55) 
for d,EG@&. According to Theorem 8.1 of [6], RF, 9+ and RC 5B- are 
supported on R, . 
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LEMMA 3.16. E, is equivalent to G on 9*. 
Proof: Since To = N(A,) by Lemma 3.7, Uo(t) z = z for all z E Z$, and 
hence z can neither be incoming nor outgoing. Thus Y,‘, n gk = { 0 > and by 
(3.55) E0 will be positive on the closed subspaces 9+ and % It therefore 
follows by Lemma 2.8 that E, and G are equivalent on .9*. 
We note that Lemma 3.16 remains valid if we replace 9* by U(a) gi 
but not if we replace 9’+ by all eventually incoming or outgoing data. 
Finally we list Lemma 2.10 of [4] without proof as 
LEMMA 3.17. For any d, ES)+, 
d, =Qod+ +P-, 
where p is in the span of the {p,: ). Further 
II Qod, II E,, = II d+ II E,,. 
The analogous assertions hold for dP E %. 
(3.56) 
(3.57) 
4. EXISTENCE AND COMPLETENESS OF THE WAVE OPERATORS 
In this section we prove the existence and completeness of the wave 
operators 
W, = st. lim W(t) (4.1) t-*x 
defined from 9: to &C = XC/Z, where 
w(t).?= (Qu(-t, &Wf)- (4.2) 
for some choice off in the coset fe Z~/~‘O. Our proof of the existence of 
the limit in (4.1) depends on a special choice of fef(cf. [lo]). To prove 
completeness we show that the range of W, fills out the continuous part of 
the spectrum of A, which is 
& = *C 0 Eigenspace of A^ 12 c. (4.3) 
The proof of completeness of the incoming and outgoing translation 
representors RP restricted to %‘z (see [S]) depended on the fact that for a 
certain smooth subspace of eventually outgoing (incoming) data, denoted 
by g’, 2 
closure (Qo9>)-= 2:. (4.4) 
5X0.74,2-1?* 
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It will be recalled (see p. 322 of [4]) that 9+ was the range of the inverse 
translation representor JS acting on Cr functions I(s, p) of compact 
support in R x B, to A?. 
THEOREM 4.1. The wave operators exist and are isometries on s#‘: to $c. 
Prooj: We shall only treat the case of IV,. Once we have established 
existence and isometry for a dense subspace of $‘z, a continuity argument 
completes the proof. We choose as our dense subspace of 2: the subspace 
cecx 1-7 where 9: consists of the range of J”; acting on Cr functions 
I(s, /?) of compact support in R x B, and satisfying the additional condition 
J OD l(s, p) ds = 0. (4.5) -cc 
Obviously 9t’; is contained in Y+. Moreover any 1 E C; can be 
approximated in L,(R x BF) x L,(R)“’ by a sequence {m} c Cr satisfying 
(4.5) and such that 
lower bound of supp(l,,) 2 lower bound of supp(l). 
For such a sequence Lemma 3.16 and (3.55) imply that J: I, --) J’; 1 so that 
93’; is dense in 9:. Consequently (4.4) remains valid if we replace 9’+ 
by 9:. 
Set 
’ d=JfI and do = J’; - ( J 1(0, /?) do . (4.6) -cc 
Because of (4.5) both d and d, lie in 9’+. The action of A, in the trans- 
lation representation is --a, and it follows that 
d= A,d,. (4.7) 
Thus 
9’; c 9(A,“) n R(A,). 
We recall that the E-orthogonal projection Q of X onto x commutes 
with U(t) and is a bounded operator on X. Setting 
(4.8) 
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and following Cook’s recipe, we have for our choice of j’cp, g(a,), 
W(t)f- H’(s)?= - 1’ [QU( -T) i’U,(~).f]~ dz 
s 
= - ‘[U( -z)QW&)f]- dr. I 9 
(4.9) 
Since U(T) is E-isometric and Q is G-bounded 
(4.10) 
Thus lim kV(t)f exist if l((L - L,)[ U,(r)f], II is integrable. We prove 
below that this is so for data for the form f= Qod with dE 9:. By (3.57) 
Q,-, is an E,-isometry on 9: and since 5Y n 9: = {0} (see the proof of 
Lemma 3.16), it follows that the above choice of f effectively selects a 
unique representative for each coset of a dense linear subspace of 2:. 
For each dc 9’; and d, E &@I+, defined by (4.6), we set 
f= Qod and .fo = Qodo. (4.11) 
By (4.7) we see that 
.f== Aof,. (4.12) 
According to Lemma 3.17 
llfll~g- lldll, and II So II E,, = II 4, II Eo (4.13) 
and 
f=d+p-, (4.14) 
where, by (3.18) p- is of the form 
P-=CbjP,‘, b, = E,( d, p,? )/A;. (4.15) 
Finally we note that 
U,(t)f= U,(t) d+c b,e-‘+p;. (4.16) 
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Now f, = [fJz and hence by Lemma 3.15 
If, II + IIVof, II + IlGf, II ~411follEo+ ll‘%f,lI,,+ II4$foII,). (4.17) 
Using the fact that U, is &-isometric together with the exponential decay 
of the second term on the right in (4.16) we get a similar estimate for 
u(t)= C~o(~)4,, 
namely, 
II 4t)ll + IIv,4~)ll + IlLbu(t G c’ for t > 0. (4.18) 
Recall that data in 9: are eventually outgoing. This means that v(t) 
vanishes in the ball B,- ~ of radius t-a about the “center”j of F for some 
real a. It therefore follows by Lemma 3.10(c) that 
II(L’-Lb) u(t)ll +--q (4.19) 
for some y > 1. Applying (4.16) once again we have 
(( (L’ - Lb)[ uo(t) f ] 1 (( < j( (L’ - Lb) u(t) (( + exponentially decaying terms 
(4.20) 
and hence the expression on the left in (4.20) is integrable for t 2 0. 
Remark. The lim, _ cT, (QIJ(-f) u,(t)d)l exists for all de~B+ and, as 
above, this limit is W+(Q,d): The existence of the limit follows from the 
uniform boundedness in g+ of (I Qu( - t) U,(t) dll E; in fact for t 2 0 
dc’ II Uo(t) 4l,=c’ I141Eo; 
here we have used Lemma 3.16 in the next to last relation. 
It remains to show that W, is an isometry for data f = Qod, dc 9;. For 
this it suffices to prove that asymptotically 
II Wt)f IIE = II Qudl,f IIE- II f Ilw (4.21) 
BY (4.12) Ilf IlEo= II&,, and by (4.16) 
II Ucdt)f - Uo(t) 4, + 0. 
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Hence it suffices to prove that 
IIQU,(~)dll.- lldll.“. (4.22) 
Since U,(t) d vanishes in the ball B, _ u and since E is locally majorized 
by G (see the Remark at the end of Sect. 2), we see that 
By Lemma 3.16 
IIUo(~)4l.~c IlUo(t)dll.,=~ lldll, 
for t 2 0. It follows that 
EWWMqfbO 
and hence by (3.18) that 
II W,(r) d- rl-dt) 41, --f 0. 
Thus it remains to prove that 
II u,(t) 4lEm II u,,(r) dll.,= lldll.,. 
For this we appeal to Lemma 3.1, according to which 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
Combining this with (4.23) we get relation (4.25). This concludes the proof 
of the theorem. 
The next lemma is a weak form of local energy decay. In its proof we 
make use of the decomposition 
~c=~“X~ (4.26) 
defined in (3.48) as well as the superscript p on norms to indicate that the 
norm is limited to the ball B,. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that f belongs to 4 n gn(A’) and choose .fe S” 
from the coset of j’. Then there exists a sequence it,,}, tending to CCI, such 
that for all p > 0, 
lim [IIIU~,)(7211~+ i ill~~~~,~~‘fl”!l~+ll~~~~,~~~~/1~II”~]=ol n * cx /=I 
(4.27) 
where [ 1” represents the .#I’ component. 
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Proof: Set f(t) = U(t)f: Since A^ has no point spectrum in %, it can be 
shown (see p. 145, Lemma 2.3 of [2]) that there exists a sequence 
{I~), t, -+ co, such that 
lim E(a’P(t,), 2) = 0 
n-m 
for all 2 E 4 and j< 5. Since 8 is a closed subspace of &C and the 
eigenspace of a is orthogonal to aJl(t,), this relation holds for all 2 E 2. 
And since d is the null space of E we have 
lim E([Ay(t,)]“,g)=O 
n-cc 
for all g E x?” and j d 5. According to Lemma 2.8 the E and G forms are 
equivalent on X” and hence 
lim G( [AjS(t,)]“, g) = 0 (4.28) 
n-m 
again for all g E X” and j < 5. Finally, since W’ is a closed subspace of X, 
the relation (4.28) holds as well for all g E Z. 
According to Lemma 3.15 for f E z n 9(A2), 
IIf2(t)ll + II?f*(t)ll Gc(Ilf(t)llE+ II&-(~)llE+ WY-(a.) 
G c( tl f I/ E + 11 # 11 E + 11 A2f iI E) G c’. (4.29) 
Note also that f*(t) = [f(t)];. Hence it follows from Rellich’s criterion that 
for any p > 0, the functions f*(t) form a compact subset of L,(B,). By 
(4.28) thef,(t,) converge weakly to zero in L,(M) and a fortiori in L2(BP). 
Therefore I( fr(t,)llP -+O. The same argument applies to [A’f(t,)lz for 
j= 1, . ..) 4. 
By Lemma 3.15 we see that for 
u(t) = CA’f(t)l, = M-ml,, j= 1, . . . . 4, 
we have the inequality 
Ilu(t + IIWt)ll+ IIL’u(t)ll <c(II‘4-1fll.+ II~Yll,+ Il~~+‘flI,). (4.30) 
Making use of Lemma 3.8 we obtain a uniform bound on the second 
derivatives of u(t). Again it follows by Rellich’s compactness criterion that 
both o(t) and Vv(t) are compact subsets of L2(Bp). Now since v(t,) = 
[Aj-‘f(fn)12, we see by (4.28) that the sequence v(t,) converges weakly to 
zero in L,(M). The relation 
j- au(t,) q5 dx = - s ~$2,) iYc# dx, @EC;, 
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shows that Vu(t,) also converges weakly to zero. It therefore follows that 
IIut~n)llP+ IIW~.)llP-+O. (4.31) 
To conclude the argument we need to prove (4.3 1) for 
w(t) = [A’f(t)];:. 
Now w(t) differs from u(t) by the d component of (u(t), 0): 
w(t)=u(t)-u(t)‘, 
where u(t)’ is the r-projection of u(t) into 8. Let r,, . . . . rk be a 
K’-orthonormal basis for Y”. Then by (4.31), K’(u(t,), r,) -+ 0 and hence by 
the Remark following Lemma 3.11 
ll~(f,Yll”+ llw~,l)‘ll”+o. (4.32) 
Combining (4.31) and (4.32) we see that the same is true of w(t,,). This 
together with the previous result proves (4.27). 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose f belongs to Hc n 9(A2) and 
11f211”+ i {IIW-I’%+ iI[A!f1’,‘/1”)d~. (4.33) 
/=I 
Then for 1 t 1 < p’j2 and y = min(a, fl), 
IIQ,u(~,~f-Q,~i,(~)AfIl,,~cpe~~ ? llA!f(l,. (4.34) 
/=o 
For the proof of this lemma we need the next two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If f belongs to Xc n 9(A2), then 
II WW;;)“c; g IIA!fll., where y = min(cr, 8). (4.35) 
I 0 
Proof. Setting (u,, u2) = U(t)f, we see that 
VAU(r)f=(O,(L'-L;)u,). (4.36) 
Applying Lemma 3.15 to U(t)f we get 
II ~2 I/ + llh I/ + II L’u, II d c f II AJf II t‘. (4.37) 
,=o 
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It then follows by Lemma 3.10(c) applied to &, where 
i= 
1 for r>p, 
0 for r<p-I, 
that 
(4.38) 
where c’ does not depend on t (or p). The relations (4.36), (4.37), and 
(4.38) together prove the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. For any f E X such that 
II f, II 2p + II f II zp < Et 
there exists a constant c, such that 
II Vt)fllCG~~~ for ItI <3p/4coT (4.39) 
where the constant cO denotes the maximum speed of propagation in the 
annulus p < r < 7p/4. 
ProoJ Choose [E CF so that 
i= :, 
i 
for r<ip, 
for r > 2~. 
Then for g = <f we have 
Now U(t) is a group of operators on X of exponential growth in the 
G-norm, that is, 
1) U(t)llG < cew”‘. 
Consequently, 
I( U(t) g (I G < cew”’ 11 g IIG < ckceWlr’&. 
Clearly (1 - 5)f vanishes for r < 7p/4 and by finite speed of propagation 
U(t)[(l-[)f] vanishesforr<7p/4-c,It(. Thusfor )t)<3p/4c0, 
for a suitable constant c,. 
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Proqf of Lemma 4.3. According to Duhamel’s formula 
U(t)f- U&)f=S U,(r-s) VU(s)fds 
0 
Recall that E0 2 0 on 22. Thus after operating on this expression with Q. 
and replacing f by ,4f we get the estimate 
6 I 1 lIQovAUs).f IIc;~~ 
(4.40) 
<(‘ItI ,y,, II vAw.~)flI.; I * 
the second relation results from U. being E,-isometric. 
A suitable estimate for I/ VAU(s)f II G outside the ball Bl+, is given by 
Proposition 4.4: 
II VA(ium~‘~4~; i II‘WII,, where y = min(a, /II). (4.41) 
I 0 
An estimate inside Bp,4 is given by Proposition 4.5 applied to both [Af]” 
and [A*/]“. For IsI <p’j* this gives 
II U(s)[Af]” lI”G/’ + II U(s)[A’f]” II;;* d C,,E. (4.42) 
Making use of the decomposition (3.48) we see that 
U(s)f” = U(s)(f-f’) = U(s)f’-f’, (4.43) 
since for f’ E 3, U(s) f’ = f ‘. Now any f’ E 9 has a zero second component 
so that 
CW)f”l2 = IIU(s)f 12. (4.44) 
Hence setting (u,, u2)= U(s)f, it follows from (4.42) and (4.44) that for 
ISI +*, 
/I L’u, 1) Q’* d Cb&. (4.45) 
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Next we express z+(s) as 
u2(s) = u,(O) + j-i d,u,(z) dr = u*(O) + j; L’u,(r) dr, 
so that 
II u~(s)II~‘~ d II u,(O)II~‘~ + j-’ II ~‘WW”2 dz. 
0 
Now u,(O)=f, and by (4.44) 
L’%(T) = CAVr)SI* = cw~Km”l2. 
It therefore follows from (4.33) and (4.42) that for 1st <p112 
II uz(s)II ‘I2 < C; E. 
We also need an estimate for I(VU~(S))(~‘*. According to (4.43) 
(4.46) 
uz(s) = [U(s) 4, = cw)cMl”ll- cm;. (4.47) 
Again we use the fact that [Af] is the K-orthogonal projection in %” and 
hence can be written as a finite linear combination of basis elements of 9’ 
with coefficient majorized by 1) z+(O)ll ‘<’ d cgs, using (4.33). The gradient 
of ~~(0)’ in the ball Bp12 is consequently bounded by cc:&. Further by 
(4.42) the gradient of [U(S)[A~]“]~ in the ball Bp12 is bounded by CUE. 
Combining these two estimates we conclude that 
11 vU,(S)ll p’2 < C;E. 
Finally we choose c E CF so that 
(4.48) 
5= ; 
i 
for r < p/4, 
for r >p/2. 
Then making use of (3.11), (4.45), (4.46), and (4.48) we see that for 
ISI <p”2 
c II W6-~2(~))ll G CpE. 
lal c 2 
It follows from this estimate and Corollary 2.5 that 
II vAU(s)flI;;‘p’4< IIW - GJ(5uz)ll d +. 
This together with (4.40) and (4.41) implies the inequality (4.34) and 
completes the proof of Lemma 4.3. 
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With these preliminaries out of the way, we are now in a position to 
prove the completeness of the wave operators. This amounts to showing 
that 
Range W+ =&,. (4.49) 
The intertwining property of W, together with the invariance of .&z 
under the action of 0, implies the invariance of the range of W, under the 
action of 0. Since W + is an isometry the range of W + is a closed subspace 
and since the spectrum of & is continuous on &z, 
R(W+)ccz@. 
To show the converse, suppose that Eq. (4.49) is not valid. Then there 
will exist a nonzero 2~ &, orthogonal to the range of W, ; because of the 
invariance the same will be true of o(t)! for all t. We can therefore choose 
a time smoothed version of PE &I n g(a’) with these same properties. We 
shall prove below that A’f= 0 and since a has no null vector in 4, it will 
follow that p= 0, contrary to our choice off This will imply (4.49). 
We begin by applying Lemma 4.2 to obtain a sequence of r,,‘s, t,! -+ K;, 
such that for f Efn 2” and all positive integers n 
li[oo/1211n’+i~, (IIII~~~,~~‘fl”ll”,Z+IICU~r,~A!f1;l1”~}~E,, (4.50) 
where E, is chosen so that for f, = U( t,,)f; j = 1, 2, 3 and for ( t 1 < n, 
Lemma 4.3 gives 
lle,~(~)~,f;,-e,~,c~,~~~IIF,<~ (y = min(cr, b) > 1) (4.51) 
and Proposition 4.5 gives 
II U(~)C‘qH1”ll”G2’* <A. (4.52) 
Next we make use of the incoming and outgoing translation represen- 
) 
tations (for the unperturbed system) of Q0,4Jn (see [4, 51) and set - 
kn=RF+Qdfn and L,=K Qdfn. (4.53 
Applying Corollary 3.14 in the third inequality below, we see that 
II k II = II Q&f, II c, d II Qdfn II G G c II Afn II c 
G c'( II fn II E + II Afn II E) = c’( II f II E + II Af II E) f ~“3 (4.54 
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and likewise 
II 1, II = II Qo Af,, II E. G c’( II f II E + II 4- II A G c”. (4.55) 
We choose DECO so that O<x< 1 and 
i 
0 
x(s)= , 
for s<O, 
for .s> 1. 
We then set 
g,, = (RI I-’ WL) 
hi = (RF ) -’ (A), 
(4.56) 
where (I?:)-’ denotes the operator QJ”, . Thus g, and h, belong to Zz 
and 
II gn II E. = II xk, II < II k, II 6 c”, 
II 4, II E. = II x4 II G II I, II < c”. 
(4.57) 
We see from (4.53) and (4.56) that 
-%(Qdfn, g,) = (k,, xk,) 3 II k II*, 
~%(Qdfn, kz) = (L, XL) 2 II x4 II*. 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
We shall prove below that 
lim Eo(Qo4L, g,) =O = lim -%(Qo4Ln, h). (4.60) 
n-cc n+‘x 
It follows from this and (4.58) and (4.59) that 
IIk,JS”+ I(In((S’l +O. (4.61) 
Now the zeroth component of Rc is defined as 
RO,f=&Pf~fPfz> (4.62) 
where P is in general an integral-differential operator (see [ 131) and u’ is 
the Radon transform of u (see [4], where a slightly different notation was 
used). Each of the other components corresponds to a cusp of A4 of 
maximal rank; for thejth such cusp 
Rj, f(s) = c,[d,(e(’ p”)S/~l(eS)) f e(‘-n)s’~I(es)], (4.63) 
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where 
.fA Y) = SfXX, Y) dx, i = 1, 2, . ..) 
integrated over the fundamental domain of the stability group for this cusp. 
Subtracting the outgoing representation of QOAf, from the incoming 
representation, it follows from (4.61) (4.62) and (4.63) that 
II PCQo~fnli’ II”’ --, 0 (4.64) 
and 
II e (’ -“‘““[Q,Jf,], I/> ’ -+ 0. (4.65) 
The relations (4.64) and (4.65) are key ingredients for the proof of the 
energy decay of the [Af,?]* at infinity. 
LEMMA 4.6. For If,,} chosen as above: 
(i) Let 7ci be a cusp of maximal rank ,for F. Then given E > 0, there 
exists a neighborhood Vi of rci such that 
lim II CQJf,zlz II Cl < 8. (4.66) n-r 
(ii) Let D be a disk at infinity, i.e., a set of points satisfying 
IB-&I 6P 
chosen so that D contains no parabolic points of r. A spherical cap %? over D 
is a set of points (x, y), y > 0, satisfying the condition 
lx-L$J2+I Y-Yo12~P2+Y; (4.67) 
for some y,. For any spherical cap %? over D exterior to the unit ball B, 
lim II CQJfA II’ = 0. (4.68) n-m 
(iii) Let vi be a cusp of F, not of maximal rank. Then given E > 0 there 
exists a neighborhood Vi of vj such that (4.66) holds. 
The proof of parts (i) and (ii) can be taken over directly from that of 
parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.2 in [S], where the condition R.F; f = 0 is 
used to establish in Lemmas 5.2 and 6.2 of [S] the analogues of (4.64) and 
(4.65) but where the restriction s > 1 is replaced by s > a, a arbitrary. The 
rest of the argument applies and proves (4.66) and (4.68). Since (4.64) only 
holds for the half-line s > 1, (4.68) is valid only for spherical caps exterior 
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to B, . The proof of part (iii) is somewhat more elaborate and can be found 
in the Appendix. 
Now the parabolic points zj of cusps of maximal rank are isolated. We 
cover the parabolic points vj of cusps of intermediate rank by small 
neighborhoods W, in B,, chosen in accordance with part (iii) of 
Lemma 4.6. We can then cover the rest of B, with a finite number of disks 
D that contain no parabolic points. It follows that neighborhoods Vi of nj, 
Wj of vj, and suitable spherical caps G$ over the Dj cover a neighborhood of 
B,. We may then conclude from Lemma 4.6 that given E > 0 there exists a 
pE such that 
lim II[QoAfJ2 (Irsp8 < E. (4.69) 
n-m 
We also need 
LEMMA 4.7. For {f,) chosen as above 
lim I( QoN~-~LII~ =a (4.70) 
n-cc 
In order not to interrupt the completeness argument, we postpone the 
proof of this lemma. 
Combining (4.69) and (4.70) we see that 
lim IIIAfn]zII”PC<E. (4.71) 
n-m 
On the other hand, since [Af,]* = [Af,]; the relation (4.50) shows that 
II CALlz IIPr + 0. 
Consequently 
lim IICAfnl~1l <E, n-m 
and since the choice of E is arbitrary we can assert 
II CAfnlz II + 0. (4.72) 
We can replace f, by Af, and A2fn in the previous argument to obtain 
lim IICA’f1211 =O for j= 1, 2, 3. (4.73) n-m 
For (u], u2) = A%, we have 
VI= CAfnla, 02 = [A*f,L, and L’v, = EA3fn-J2. 
Since 
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llA2fnI/ZE= -(L’o,, d+ (h 02) 
= -wLl27 [TMnlz)+ llcxftz12112~ 
it follows that 
ll‘?&=II8L,II.-+0. 
Since f lies in 2, this implies that a*f= 0, and hence that p= 0, which 
proves completeness modulo (4.60) and Lemma 4.7. 
Proof of Lemma 4.7. In view of the definition of Q,, (see (3.18)) it 
suffices to prove that 
&(~f,, P: I-+ 0. (4.74) 
Since by (4.50) 
II CL12 IP + II C.vnl” llf + 0, 
it follows as in (4.32) that 
IIc~f,~l’Il~~~llc~f,l, IIF<’ bc lIc.f,1~l+0 
and hence by (4.50) that 
Ila!ll”,z~ IIcM?l’IIG+ llc~f,,l”ll$+o. 
Note also that by Corollary 3.14 
II 4-n II G d 4 II fn II E + II 4fn II E) d 4 II .f II E + II 4. II E) d c’. 
(4.75 
(4.76) 
Combining these last two relations (4.75) and (4.76), and recalling that G 
locally majorizes E,, we get 
which tends to zero as n -+ co. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.7. 
Proof of (4.60). According to Theorem 8.3 of [6], for any f~&z 
with RT f = 0 for s < 0, there exists a d, E 9+, a z E E&, and a p+ in 
the span of {of > such that d, = f + z +pi . Clearly f + z = Qod, and, by 
Lemma 3.17, 
Ilf llE,,= IId+ IlEo. 
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In particular, associated with g, and h, there are d: E ~2’+ and d,- E TZ- 
such that 
with 
gn s Qo4+ and h, E Qod,- (modulo Z&) (4.77) 
II g, II E,, = II C II ,s, and IIhnIl,= IId,- He,. (4.78) 
It follows from this and (4.57) that 
II u,(r) d,’ IlEo = II d,’ IlEo G c”. (4.79) 
Our proof of (4.60) now follows an argument due to Enss [l]. We see 
from (4.51) and (4.57) that 
G(QoAfn, g,) = &(QoUo(n) AL U,(n) gn) 
=&(QoU(n)Af,, U&)s,)+~,. (4.80) 
Since Q0 is an &-orthogonal projection we can bring Q0 over to the right- 
hand side. Replacing U,(n) g, by Q. U,(n) d,’ , (4.80) becomes 
(4.81) 
Now by Corollary 3.14 
II ~(~)AfnII,~cC(II Uf)fnll~+ IIAWf).LII.) 
Gc(l/fllE+ IIAfIl.)~c’, (4.82) 
and by Lemma 3.16 and (4.79) 
II Uo(t) d,’ II G G c II Uo(t) 4+ II E,, = c II d,’ II c, C ~‘3 t 2 0. (4.83) 
As in (4.16) we can write 
Q,U,(z)d,f =U,(t)Q,d; =Uo(t)d,f +xbje-+p~, 
where 
(4.84) 
By (4.83) 
IbjlG IId,’ JIG II ~7 IIG/A~Gc. 
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Thus it follows from (4.82) and (4.84) that we can replace Q0 U,(n) d,’ by 
U,(n) d,’ in (4.81): 
Next we show that 
exists uniformly in n. To do this we mimic the proof of Theorem 4.1. Again 
following Cook, we can write 
(4.87) 
where V is described in (4.8). By (4.83) and Lemmas 3.10(c) and 3.15 
I&(J'~(~)4Ln, u,,(t)d,:)l~cC(VU(t)Af,,,U,,(s)d,:) 
dc' II(L’-Lb)[Li(T)f;,]211”‘~C”/T”. (4.88) 
where y = min(a, b). In all of these inequalities the constants are indepen- 
dent of n so that the integrands in (4.87) are uniformly bounded by an 
integrable function. This proves (4.86). 
Finally we apply Lemma 3.1 to obtain 
I E(U(r) AL,, u,(r) C) - .%(U(t) 4;,, U,(f) d,: )I 6 c/t“, (4.89) 
where y’=min(a, fl- 2) and by (4.82) and (4.83) this constant does not 
depend on n. 
Combining (4.86) and (4.89) we see that 
= lim E(@,,, QU( --t) U,(t)d,:) (4.90) 
,-r 
uniformly in n. Referring back to the Remark in the proof of Theorem 4.1, 
we get 
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uniformly in n. Returning now to (4.84) we can write 
&(Qo u(t) Afn, 8,) = -WAfnl*, W+&J + EC. (4.91) 
Finally, since [Af,]- is by choice E-orthogonal to the range of W, , it 
follows that 
CdA,Af,~gJ-rO. (4.92) 
The argument for E,(Q,Af,, /I,) proceeds along similar lines. Thus 
lim Eo(QoAf,,h,)=Eo(QoU,(-n)Af,, Ud-n)h,) ,-CC 
=&tQoU(-n)Af,, ~,(-~)&J+E,, 
=E([Af,]*, W-ii,)+&. (4.93) 
However, in this case [AfnlA need not be orthogonal to R( W- ). Recall 
that f,, = U(t,*) f so that if we make use of the intertwining property of We, 
then we get 
-%(QoAfn, h)=HCAf IA, W-t,) w-M+& (4.94) 
=E([Af]^‘, W- U,(-t,,)h^,)+~:, 
=N-Af]^, WQ,,U,(-t,)d,,)+.G 
= &(Qo WT CAf IA, u,( - fn) 4J + 4. (4.95) 
The analogue of (4.83) holds, that is, 
11 u,( - t,) 4 11 G d c II u,( - f,) d; II E. = c I/d,- II ~~ 6 c’, t, 2 0, 
and since U,( -t,) d,- vanishes in the ball B,,, we see that 
I K,(Q,ALkt)l <c’IIQ,,WC [Af]-ll;;“n+~:,. 
It follows that 
-%(QoAfn, 4,) -+ 0. (4.96) 
This concludes the proof of (4.60) and hence establishes the completeness 
of w,. 
A translation representation for the perturbed group of operators U, 
restricted to 4, is now easily contructed as 
R,: g= W+f~c+R~j: (4.97) 
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The corresponding spectral representation is given by 
g(a) =- &I eiosR + g(s) ds, (4.98) 
and the mapping g --, g is a unitary map of &r onto L,(R x BF) x IT,,(R)~. 
We can now proceed as in Section 4 of [5] to derive the continuous part 
of the spectral representation of L’. This turns out to be a unitary map of 
L,(M) 0 (point eigenspace of L’) (4.99) 
onto L,(R _ x BF) x L,(R _ )“. 
5. APPENDIX. PROOF OF LEMMA 4.6 
We begin by mapping a cusp ui of intermediate rank into co. The sub- 
group rm of r leaving vi fixed is a crystallographic sub-group of motions 
of R”- ’ with fundamental domain F, of the form 
F, =F,xR;; -I, 
where F, is a compact set in some I-dimensional subspace R’ and R;;- ’ is 
the product of m - 1 lines or half-lines. In these coordinates F is contained 
in the set 
{F,xR”-‘xR+}, (5.1) 
whereas if we remove the set x2 1~‘~ < b2, b large enough, the remaining 
points of the set (5.1) are contained in a finite number of replicas of F. 
Next we introduce x-coordinates ordered so that F, is contained in 
(x 1 ? . . . . x,)=x’-space and R”-’ is the (x,, ,, . . . . x,,- ,)= x”-space. The 
neighborhood Vi of vi that appears in the statement of part (iii) of 
Lemma 4.6 will be taken to be of the form 
V(b)=F,x {I~“~~+y~>b~}. (5.2) 
The lemma asserts that for a given E > 0 there exists a b such that 
n5x, II EQw4fnl2 II v(h) <e. (5.3) 
We begin the proof by dividing V(b) into two parts: 
V,(b)= V(b)n {~<a,\ (5.4) 
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and 
By (4.76) 
independent of n. From this and the unperturbed version of (3.18) we see 
that 
IIVoCQoHilz II V(h) d II Voi-MA, II Y(b) + c. 
Taking b to be sufticiently large so that q is bounded in V(b) we have 
(1/PNv,c‘c,1,II v(h)G Ilvc4”l*ll V(b)G lI-JmIE+C II.LllE. 
Combining these two inequalities we get 
II V, CQJLlz II ‘(‘) d ~‘9 (5.6) 
independent of n. 
LEMMA 5.1. For any E, a > 0 there is a b, such that for b > b, 
lim 11 [Q,Af,], 11 vo(b) < c/2. (5.7) I, e cc 
Proof The proof of Proposition 7.8 of [S] can be taken over almost 
verbatim. The only change needed is a new estimate for the integral in 
(7.66), of [S] and this is given directly by (4.64). 
It remains to find a suitable estimate for the V”(b) part of )I [QOAf,lz I). 
For this we use the eigenfunctions ek and eigenvalues ok of the negative of 
the Euclidean Laplace operator over F, acting on functions automorphic 
with respect to Tee. We note that 
and that 
o=o,<o,<w,~~~~ (5.8) 
tie = const. (5.9) 
Expanding a function u E L,(F) in a Fourier series we have 
24(x’, x”, y) = f d(X”, y) $/Jx’). 
0 
(5.10) 
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The Parseval relation for this expansion is 
f ( u(x’, x”, y)12 dx’ = f 1 dyx”, y)12. I:c 0 
LEMMA 5.2. For all n and a > h 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
Proof. We denote the Euclidean gradient with respect to X’ by Vi,. Then 
applying the Parseval relation to Vhu(x’, x”, y) we get 
< f f 
* IV,u(x’, x” 4 ,y)(‘dxI=c’. 
I, I’ 
(5.13) 
For k >, I, ok >, w, > 0 and since y > a over the range of integration, we see 
that 
4 1 z?(x”, y)12 dx”;< c’/(o,a’). 
Y  
The relation (5.12) now follows from (5.6) with c = cl/o, . 
Finally we come to the zero component of [QoAfn12 and here a new 
ingredient must be added to the proof. We denote by W(a’) the wedge 
y>a’-x,, ml (or y>a’+x,,+,). 
LEMMA 5.3. For a’>ab 
lim 
IS 
dy I[Q,Af,]$“‘(2dx-=0. 
II-a Fc W(d) Y” 
Proof: We begin by defining 
u = uco)/yc~ -ml/Z. 
For any subset S in H” ~ ’ we clearly have 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
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Hence if S is contained in N replicas of F then 
(5.16) 
Likewise for V, equal to the Euclidean gradient (cf. (2.17)) 
Next we consider the wave equation in H”: 
m-l ’ 
u,,=y2(d”+~~~)u-(m-2)y~~u- - u ( ! 2 . (5.18) 
Since we are dealing with the entire hyperbolic space instead of a manifold, 
the situation is somewhat simpler than before. Now the energy form, which 
we denote by E*, can be shown to be positive definite and the associated 
Hilbert space X* is simply the completion of Cg data with respect to E*. 
The translation representations R*, are unitary mappings from YP* onto 
L,(B* x R) (see [13]), where 
B* = {(p”, 0); I”, R”‘-‘}. 
Again R*, transforms the action of the solution operator U*(r) into trans- 
lation as in (3.54). The incoming and outgoing data, denoted by g:, 
consist of data d*, such that R*,d(s) =0 for s<O. If V(b) is a distance 6 
from j and R*, d*, has support m [6, co), then U*(t) d*, stays in V(b) for 
all t > 0 and likewise U*(t) dT stays in V(b) for all t d 0. 
If u(t) is a solution of the m-dimensional wave equation (5.18), then it is 
easy to verify that 
is a solution of the n-dimensional wave equation u,, = L,u. In particular for 
d* with R*,d*,(s)=O for s<6, d,=y (n-m)‘2d: lies in Sk and U,(t) d, 
stays in V(b) for all t > 0 and U,(t) d- stays in V(b) for all t < 0. 
We now project QOAf, into its zero Fourier component [QOAf~]‘o’. 
Denote by &s, p) the characteristic function of all H” horospheres which 
lie in V(b) and define 
and 
k*= +R* ([Qo&- ](“)/y(n--m)12) n + ” (5.19) 
1*=4R*([Q,Aj- ](“)/y(n-m)‘2). ” ” (5.20) 
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This makes sense on the support of 4. It follows from (5.16) and (5.17), as 
in (4.54) and (4.55), that 
II WI < c” and /I I,TII 6 c”. (5.21) 
We now choose x E C”(R) so that 0 d x < 1 and 
i 
0 
x(s)= 1 
for s<6, 
for s > 6 + 1. 
Set 
d*+ =(R:)-’ (Xk,r) )1 and d,T =(RT) ’ (x/z). (5.22 
By (5.21) 
II C + II E* G II k,T II G c 
Finally we set 
and II d,T ~~ II Es < II 1: II < L’. (5.23 
and 
d+ +” -m)/2 d* + 
II I, and gn = Qod,: (5.24) 
d,; = #” - m,/zd* ~ ,, and h,, = Qod,; (5.25) 
As we have noted above d: E 9+ and U,(t) d: is contained in V(b) for all 
t 3 0, whereas d,; E 9_ and U,(t) d,; is contained in V(b) for all t < 0. 
Now 
Eo(QoAfn, gn) = Eo(QoM,,, Qod,: ) = Eo(QoM,,> d,T ). 
Further if we set ((x”, Y)E C” equal to 1 on V(b) and vanishing on 
( x” I 2 + y* < h* - 6’, then 
Eo(Qo4fm d;) = Eo(iQo#nl, d,: ) = -WXQo4fnl'0'~ 47 ) 
since d,f is independent of x’. For such functions it is easy to check that 
(cf. (5.17)) 
Eo([~QoAf,J’o’, d,f) = E*(L”“-“)‘*[SQ~A~~](~‘, d;+). 
Since R*, is unitary we also have 
E*(y’m-““2[~QoAfn](o), d,*+)= (k,*, xk,*)> (I~k,*(j~. 
On combining this string of relations we finally get 
Eo(QoMm 8,) 2 II xk,* II2 (5.26) 
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and similarly 
The proof that 
~OK?O‘4fn~ f&)3 IIXC II29 (5.27) 
proceeds exactly as in Section 4 and we conclude as before that 
ll(~*cQo~fnl~“‘) r6+ ’ + 0. (5.29) 
If a’ is chosen so that the wedge IV(a’) lies inside of V(b), then this gives 
the estimate of Lemma 7.7 of [S], which is all that is needed for the rest of 
the proof of Proposition 7.1 of [S] and hence of Lemma 5.3. 
To complete the proof of part (iii) of Lemma 4.6 we first choose a suf- 
ficiently large so that in Lemma 5.2 c/a* < s/2. We then make use of 
Lemma 5.1 to fix b’ > 6, > b so that (5.2) holds. Finally we choose 
a’ = fi so that the wedge IV(a’) is contained in the original V(b). Then 
for 6” > (a’ + b”)“‘, Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 together prove (4.66) for 
I’= V(b”). 
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